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ABSTRACT
The objectives ofthis final year project are to design and implement the real
world problemso that they can preparethemselvesfor future employment. Besides, this
project is a requirement for the undergraduate students in orderto complete their studies.
The topic chosen for this project is School Attendance SMS System. The system
will be able to do certain tasks. This is discussed in introduction part. The project
objectives and the scope ofstudy are highlighted at the end ofthe chapter.
Information is a very important and powerful item in delivering this project
successfully. Briefdescriptions ofthe theory that will be used are covered in the literature
review or theory section.
This report also states the methodology used and tools required during this project
in the methodology and project work chapter. The last part is the conclusion which
describe the student's expectation from this project
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The rapid growing economy has made it possible for almost every individual to have
their own mobile phone whether for personal or business purposes. The increasing
popularity of SMS system leads to production and design of many various Mid
interesting SMS system ranging from simple to complex systems. Now, there are a lot
of cases of students missing from school, absentees, kidnapping and other that worry
the parents. One popular growing system is the School Attendance SMS system. This
system will be able to monitor and to inform the parents whether their children enter the
school safely or not. This system also will inform the parents the exact time their
children enter the school via SMS (Short Message System). In this wireless era, most of
the wealthy parents provide their kids with mobile phone. Lots of excuse that been
given by parents such as easy to connect their kids and others. Unfortunately, they are
few students misuse the phone by playing games, sharing the x^rated porn stuff and
using the phone camera for inappropriate purposes.
1.2 Problem Statement
Communication and safety has been a vital aspect of our daily life since the beginning
of the time. The project is about developing a school attendance system which
integrates both aspects. The system must be efficient in scanning the smart card, keep
record of student's attendance and sending the SMS to parents. The project will use the
basic principals in communication system. This system can also be used by offices and
library to inform the data directly to users via SMS.
1.3 Objectives
This Final Year Project course plays a vital role in achieving UTP's vision which is to
produce a well rounded graduate. It is also a very great opportunity for students to relate
the theoretical knowledge from class and applying it in project. Despite that, students will
develop skills in work ethics, communication, management, interpersonal skills and etc.
The objectives of the Final Year Project are:
• To develop a framework, this will enhance student's skills in the process of
applying knowledge, expanding thoughts, solving problem independently and
presenting findings.
• Developa systemthat can store and send student's attendance to their parent using
communication system preferably wireless communication.
• To produce a system that is reliable and can be easily handled by other people and
also low in cost if possible.
• To integrate the hardware and the software part of the system to make it easier to
handled and managed.
• Develop skill on handling programming chip such as 16F84 and 16F877 and gain
knowledge on developing the hardware and software.
• Develop a security system for student to reduce the number of kidnapping or
students missing from school.
1.4 Scope of Study
There are several topics and issues that must be considered before proceeding any
further in the design of the system. The scope of study depends mainly on these few
areas:
> Handling with Barcode as input and produce the output.
> Interface at the PC for the exchange of inputs and outputs from the barcode scanner.
> Database application to record and store the data ofstudent attendance.
> Sending the data to parents using modem via SMS (Short Message system)
The applications and devices that are considered must be reliable, cost-effective and
practical for a feasible implementation. This will ensure that the design produced is
economical and marketable.
Barcode scanner is the easiest and cheapest way in designing or recording attendance
compare to smart card. For this project, perhaps using the fix barcode is more practical
but for testing we just use the portable barcode scanner.
Graphical User Interface or GUI is known to be the best form of interfacing the user to
the system. With this note in mind, the Microsoft Visual Basic is selected to accomplish
the task. Furthermore, Visual Basic also has serial communication ability.
The last area to be considered is the database application. Since Microsoft Access has
Visual Basic commands embedded in it, it is efficient to record and store the necessary






Bar codes are like a printed version of the Morse code. Different bar and
space patterns are used to represent different characters. Sets of these patterns
are grouped together to form a "symbology". There are many types of bar
code symbologies each having their own special characteristics and features.
Mostsymbologies weredesigned to meet the needsof a specific application or
industry. For example the UPC symbology was designed for identifying retail
and grocery itemsand PostNET was designed to encode Zip Codes for the US
Postal Service. For this project, Code 39 is used because it is easier to handle
and widely used.
The Normal CODE 39 is a variable length symbology that can encode the
following 44 characters:
1234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ-. *$/+%. Code 39 is
the most popular symbology in the non-retail worldand is used extensively in
manufacturing, military, and health applications. Each Code 39 bar code is
framed by a start/stopcharacterrepresented by an asterisk (*). The Asterisk is
reserved for this purpose and may not be used in the body of a message. B-
Coder automatically adds the start and stop character to each bar code
therefore you should not include them as part of your bar code message. If
you select the NORMAL version ofCODE 39 and your bar code text contains
lower case characters, B-Coder will convert them to upper case. If your bar
code message contains any invalid characters, B=Coder will prompt you with
a warningmessage(ifthe Enable Invalid Warning Messagesoption is selected
in the Preferences menu).



















INTERLEAVED 2 OF 5
Aztec Code
Table 1: image of the barcodes
2.1.2 Barcode scanner
There are currently four different types of bar code readers available.
Each uses a slightly different technology for reading and decoding a bar
code. There are pen type readers (e.g. bar code wands), laser scanners,













Figure 2: high security all fiber wavelength-multiplexed barcode scanner to detect
barcode
2.1.3 Creating a barcode
Forcreating or printing a barcode, software is needed to decode the data.
BARCODE 39 SAMPLE software is used to create barcodes. This is
actually a sample software thatcancreate barcode easily just by entering
the number and after run the software, we can get the results
immediately.
Bar Code 39 Samples
Figure 3: creating barcode software
2.2 Database information
The usage of database has become the norm when it comes to presenting
information in most system and application. When the record keeping needs
outgrow a filing cabinet or bundle of index cards, a computerized system canhelp
to manage the growing quantity of data, and enable more effective usage of data.
Spreadsheet programs can manage small, simple databases. Desktop programs such
as Microsoft Access and FileMaker can handle databases too big or too complicated
for a spreadsheet. Larger databases, databases accessed by many people at once,
and databases that feed client/server and web applications need real database
servers.
The relational model, invented by IBM researcher Ted Codd in 1970, was not
turned into a commercial product until almost 1980. Since then database systems
based on the relational model, called relational database management systems or
RDBMSs, have come to dominate the database softwaremarket. Today few people
know about any other kind ofdatabase management system.
The benefit ofa good RDBMS and a well-designed relational database:
> Dataintegrity andconsistency maintained and/orenforced by the RDBMS
> Redundant data eliminated or kept to a practical minimum
> Data retrievedby unique keys
> Relationships expressedthroughmatchingkeys
> Physicalorganization ofdata managedby RDBMS
> Optimization ofstorageand databaseoperationexecutiontimes
> Concurrency: database usersdon'tcorrupteachother's work
> Scalable: can spreadload across multipleCPUsor servers
Examples ofwell-known industrial-strength relational RDBMSs include:
> Oracle
> Microsoft SQL Server
> IBMDB2
> Informix





Microsoft Access is a relational database management system (RDBMS). At
the most basic level, a RDBMS is a program that facilitates the storage and
retrieval of structured information on a computer's hard drive.
The Microsoft Access package contains the following elements:
• A relational database system that supports two industry standard
query languages: Structured Query Language (SQL) and Query By
Example (QBE)
• A full-featured procedural programming language - essentially a
subset of Visual Basic
• a simplified proceduralmacro language uniqueto Access
• A rapid application development environment complete with visual
form and report development tools
• a sprinkling of objected-oriented extensions
• various wizards and builders to make development easier
When designing databases in Microsoft Access, it is important to understand
the nature of database designing. The three different view of computing in
Microsoft Access, better known as 'personalities' are:
• The relational database personality; viewing the application as sets of
data
• The procedural programming personality; viewing the application as
commands to be executed sequentially
• The object-oriented personality; viewing the application as objects
whichencapsulate state and behaviorinformation
Since there are often several vastly different ways to implement a particular
feature in Access, recognizing the different personalities and exploiting the
best features and avoiding the pitfalls of each are important skills for Access
developers.
The advantage of these multiple personalities is that it is possible to use
Access to learn about an enormous range of information systems concepts
without having to interact with a large number of 'single-personality' tools,
for example:
> Oracle for relational databases
> PowerBuilder for rapid applications development,
> SmallTalk for object-oriented programming.
Microsoft Access has a particular hierarchy system for databases, which consists of:
> Database File: the main file that encompasses the entire database and that is saved
to hard-drive or floppy disk
> Table: a collection of data about a specific topic. There canbe multiple tables in a
database
> Field:differentcategorieswithin a Table. Tablesusually containmultiple fields
> Datatypes: properties ofeach field. A field only has 1 datatype.
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Figure4: Database Hierarchy in Microsoft Access
23 Graphical User Interface (GUP
A GUI is a graphical, (rather than purely textual) user interface to a computer.
The term came into existence because the first interactive user interfaces to
computers were not graphical; they were text-and-keyboard oriented and usually
consisted of commands that we had to remember and computer responses that
were infamously brief. The commandinterfaceof the DOS operatingsystem is an
example of the typical user-computer interface before GUIs arrived. An
intermediate step in user interfaces between the command line interface and the
GUI was the non-graphical menu-based interface, which allows interaction by
using a mouse rather than by having to type in keyboard commands.
Nowadays, major operating systems provide a graphical user interface.
Applications typically use the elements of the GUI that come with the operating
system and add their own graphical user interface elements and ideas. A GUI
sometimes uses one or more metaphors for objects familiar in real life, such as the
desktop, the view through a window, or the physical layout in a building.








With the increasing use of multimedia as part of the GUI, sound, voice, motion
video, and virtual reality interfaces seem likely to become part of the GUI for
many applications. A system's graphical user interface along with its input
devices is sometimes referred to as its "look-and=feel."
The GUI familiar to most ofus today in either the Mac or the Windows operating
systems and their applications originated at the Xerox Palo Alto Research
Laboratory in the late 1970s. Apple used it in their first Macintosh computers.
Later, Microsoft used many of the same ideas in their first version of the
Windows operating system for IBM-compatible PCs.
2.3.1 Microsoft Visual Basic Environment
The Microsoft Visual Basic is known to be among the most popular choice
to create Windows GUI. In Visual Basic, new windows created are called
forms. Elements (such as text boxes and buttons) that are placed inside a
form are called controls. The Visual Basic allows event^driven
programming, where the user's actions cause events, and each event in turn
triggers a procedure that is associated with it.
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Appearance 1 - 3D
AutoRedraw False
Caption
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Figure 5: Visual Basic Editor
The properties ofcreating an object model in Visual Basic are:
• Objects have properties and methods
• Forms and controls are examples ofobjects
• Properties describe an object. Examples: name, color, size, or how they
will behave




2.4 Sending SMS through PC
In general, there are two ways to send SMS messages from a computer / PC to a
mobile phone:
• Connect a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem to a computer / PC. Then
use the computer / PC and AT commands to instruct the mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem to send SMS messages.
• Connect the computer / PC to the SMS center (SMSC) or SMS gateway of
a wireless carrier or SMS service provider. Then send SMS messages
using a protocol / interface supported by the SMSC or SMS gateway.
2.4.1 Sending SMS from PC Using GSM Modem
The SMS specification has defined a way for a computer to send SMS
messages through a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. A GSM/GPRS
modem is a wireless modem that works with GSM/GPRS wireless networks.
A wireless modem is similar to a dial-up modem. The main difference is
that a wireless modem transmits data through a wireless network whereas a
dial-up modem transmits data through a copper telephone line. Most mobile
phones can be used as a wireless modem. However, some mobile phones
have certain limitations comparing to GSM/GPRS modems. To send SMS
messages, first place a valid SIM card from a wireless carrier into a mobile
phone or GSM/GPRS modem, which is then connected to a computer. There
are several ways to connect a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem to a
computer. For example, they can be connected through a serial cable, a USB
cable, a Bluetooth link or an infrared link. The actual way to use depends on
the capability of the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. For example, if a
mobile phone does not support Bluetooth, it cannot connect to the computer
through a Bluetooth link.
After connecting a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem to a computer, you
can control the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem by sending instructions
to it. The instructions used for controlling the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS
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modem are called AT commands. (AT commands are also used to control
dial-up modems for wired telephone system.) Dial-up modems, mobile
phones and GSM/GPRS modems support a common set of standard AT
commands. In addition to this common set of standard AT commands,
mobile phones and GSM/GPRS modems support an extended set of AT
commands. Oneuse of the extended AT commands is to control the sending
and receiving ofSMS messages.
The following table lists the AT commands that are related to the writing










Send message from storage
Write message to memory
Delete message
Send command
More messages to send
Table 2: List of AT command
One way to send AT commands to a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem is
to use a terminal program. A terminal program's function is like this: It
sends the characters you typed to the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem.
It then displays the response it receives from the mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem on the screen. The terminal program on Microsoft
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Windows is called HyperTerminal. To send SMS messages from an
application, you have to write the source codefor connecting to and sending
AT commands to the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem,just like what a
terminal program does. You can write the source code in C, C++, Java,
Visual Basic, Delphi or other programming languages you like. However,
writingyour own code has a few disadvantages:
• You have to learn how to use AT commands.
• You have to learn how to compose the bits and bytes of an SMS
message. For example, to specify the character encoding (e.g.7-bitencoding
and 16-bitUnicodeencoding) ofan SMS message, you need to know which
bits in the message header should be modified and what value should be
assigned.
• Sending SMS messages with a mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem
has a drawback —the SMS transmission speed is low. As your SMS
messaging application becomes more popular, it has to handle a larger
amount of SMS traffic and finally the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem
willnot be ableto takethe load. To obtain a highSMS transmission speed, a
direct connectionto an SMSC or SMS gatewayof a wireless carrier or SMS
service provider is needed. However, AT commands are not used for
communicating withan SMS centeror SMS gateway. Thismeans yourhave
to make a big change to your SMS messagingapplication in order to move
from a wireless-modem-based solution to a SMSC-based solution.
In most cases, instead of writing your own code for interacting with the
mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem via AT commands, a better solution is
to use a high-level SMS messaging API (Application programming
interface) / SDK (Software development kit) / library. The API / SDK /
library encapsulate the low-level details. So, an SMS application developer
does not need to know AT commands and the composition of SMS
messages in the bit-level. Some SMS messaging APIs / SDKs / libraries
support SMSC protocols in addition to AT commands. To move from a
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wireless-modem-based SMS solution to a SMSC-based SMS solution,
usually you just need to modify a configuration file / property file or make a
few changes to your SMS messaging application's source code.
2.4.2 GSM Modem
A GSM modem is a wireless modem that works with a GSM wireless
network. A wireless modem behaves like a dial-up modem. The main
difference between them is that a dial-up modem sends and receives data
through a fixed telephone line while a wireless modem sends and receives
data through radio waves.
A GSM modem can be an external device or a PC Card / PCMCIA Card.
Typically, an external GSM modem is connected to a computer through a
serial cable or a USB cable. A GSM modem in the form of a PC Card /
PCMCIA Card is designed for use with a laptop computer. It should be
inserted into one ofthe PC Card / PCMCIA Card slots ofa laptop computer.
Like a GSM mobile phone, a GSM modem requires a SIM card from a
wireless carrier in order to operate.
As mentioned in earlier sections of this SMS tutorial, computers use AT
commands to control modems. Both GSM modems and dial-up modems
support a common set of standard AT commands. You can use a GSM
modem just like a dial-up modem.
In addition to the standard AT commands, GSM modems support an
extended set of AT commands. These extended AT commands are defined
in the GSM standards. With the extended AT commands, you can do things
like:
• Reading, writing and deleting SMS messages.
• Sending SMS messages.
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• Monitoring the signal strength.
• Monitoring the chargingstatus and charge level ofthe battery.
• Reading, writingand searching phone book entries.
The number of SMS messages that can be processed by a GSM modem per
minute is very low ~ only about six to ten SMS messages per minute.
2.43 GPRS Modem
A GPRS modem is a GSM modem that additionally supports the GPRS
technology for data transmission. GPRS stands for General Packet Radio
Service. It is a packet-switched technology that is an extension of GSM.
(GSM is a circuit-switched technology.) A key advantage of GPRS over
GSM is that GPRS has a higher data transmission speed.
GPRS can be used as the bearer of SMS. If SMS over GPRS is used, an
SMS transmission speed of about 30 SMS messages per minute may be
achieved. This is much faster than using the ordinary SMS over GSM,
whose SMS transmission speed is about 6 to 10 SMS messages per minute.
A GPRS modem is needed to send and receive SMS over GPRS. Note that
some wireless carriers do not support the sending and receiving of SMS
over GPRS.
If you need to send or receive MMS messages, a GPRS modem is typically
needed.
2.4.4 Which is Better: Mobile Phone or GSM / GPRS Modem?
In general, a GSM/GPRS modem is recommended for use with a computer
to send and receive messages. This is because some mobile phones have
certain limitations comparing to GSM/GPRS modems. Some of the
limitations are described below:
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• Some mobile phone models (example: Ericsson R380) cannot be
used with a computer to receive concatenated SMS messages.
What is a concatenated SMS message?
A concatenated SMS message is a message that contains more than 140
bytes. (A normal SMS message can only contain at most 140 bytes.)
Concatenated SMS works like this: the sender's mobile device breaks a
message longer than 140 bytes into smaller parts. Each of these parts are
then fitted in a single SMS message and sent to the recipient. When these
SMS messages reach the destination, the recipient's mobile device will
combine them back to one message.
What is the cause of the problem?
When the mobile phone receives the SMS messages that are parts of a
concatenated SMS message, it combines them to one message
automatically. The correct behavior should be: when the mobile phone
receives the SMS messages that are parts ofa concatenated SMS message, it
forwards them to the computer without combining them.
• Many mobile phone models cannot be used with a computer to
receive MMS messages. Because when they receive a MMS notification,
they handle it automatically instead of forwarding it to the computer.
• A mobile phone may not support some AT commands, command
parameters and parameter values. For example, some mobile phones do not
support the sending and receiving of SMS messages in text mode. So, the
AT command "AT+CMGF=1" (it instructs the mobile phone to use text
mode) will cause an error message to be returned. Usually GSM/GPRS
modems support a more complete set ofAT commands than mobile phones.
• Most SMS messaging applications have to be available 24 hours a
day. (For example, an SMS messaging application that provides ringtone
downloading service should be running all the time so that a user can
download ringtones any time he/she wants.) If such SMS messaging
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applications use mobile phones to send and receive SMS messages, the
mobile phones have to be switched on all the time. However, some mobile
phone models cannot operate with the battery removed even when an AC
adaptor is connected, which means the battery will be charged 24 hours a
day.
Besides the above issues, mobile phones and GSM/GPRS modems are more
or less the same. Actually, you can consider an AT-command-enabled
mobile phone as "GSM/GPRS modem + keypad + display".
There is not much difference between mobile phones and GSM/GPRS
modems in terms of SMS transmission rate, since the determining factor for
the SMS transmission rate is the wireless network.
2.4.5 Microsoft HyperTerminal
Microsoft HyperTerminal is a small program that comes with Microsoft
Windows. You can use it to send AT commands to your mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem. It can be found at Start •> Programs -> Accessories ->
Communications -> HyperTerminal. If you cannot find it and you are using
Windows 98, then probably you have not installed it. Youcan go to Control
Panel -> Add/Remove Programs -> Windows Setup tab -> Communications
list box item *> Detailsbuttonto install MS HyperTerminal.
Before you start rjrograrnming your SMS application, you may want to check
if your mobile phone, GSM/GPRS modem and SIM card are working
properly first. The MS HyperTerminal is a handy tool when it comes to
testing your GSM devices. It is a good idea to test your GSM devices
beforehand. When a problem occurs, sometimes it is difficult to tell what
causes the problem. The cause can be your program, the GSM device or the
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SIM card. If you test your GSM device and SIM card with MS
HyperTerminal and they operate properly, then it is very likely that the
problem is caused by your program.
For Linuxusers, minicomcan be used instead of HyperTerminal.
2.4.6 Procedure for Sending AT Commands to a Mobile Phone or
GSM/GPRS Modem Using MS HyperTerminal
To use MS HyperTerminal to send AT commands to your mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem,you can followthe procedurebelow:
• Put a valid SIM card into the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem.
You can obtain a SIM card by subscribing to the GSM service of a
wireless network operator.
• Connect your mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem to a computer
and set up the corresponding wireless modem driver. You should
find the wireless modem driver in the CD or disk that was provided
by the manufacturer. If the manufacturer does not provide such CD
or disk with your mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem, you can go
to the manufacturer's web site and see whether the wireless modem
driver can be downloaded there. If the wireless modem driver cannot
be found on the web site, you can still use Windows' standard
modem driver.
• Run MS HyperTerminal by selecting Start -> Programs ->
Accessories *>Communications *> HyperTerminal.
• In the Connection Description dialog box, enter a name and choose
an icon you like for the connection. Then click the OK button.
21
Connection Description
i jg New Connection





Figure 6: The screenshot of MS HyperTerminal's Connection Description
dialog box
• In the Connect To dialogbox, choose the COMport that yourmobile
phone or GSM/GPRS modem is connecting to in the Connect using
combo box. For example, choose COM1 if your mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem is connecting to the COM1 port. Then click the
OK button.
(Sometimes there will havemore thanone COM port in the Connect
using combo box. To know which COM port is used by your mobile
phone or GSM/GPRS modem, follow the procedure below:
In Windows 98:
Go to Control Panel => Modem. Then click the Diagnostics tab. In
the list box, you can see which COM port the mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem is connected to.
In Windows 2000 and Windows XP:
Go to Control Panel -> Phone andModem Options. Then click the
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Modems tab. In the list box, you can see which COM port the mobile
phone or GSM/GPRS modem is connected to.)
Connect To ElO
'US Mobile phone connection
Enter details For the phone number that you want to dial:
£ountij» code: |United States of America (1) j
Area code: ]
Phone number: |
Connect using: | Direct to Com1 j
I;, H5rT~l Cancel
Figure 7: The screenshot of MS HyperTerminal's Connect to dialog box
• The Properties dialog box comes out. Enter the correct port settings
for your mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. Then eliek the OK
button.
(To find the correct port settings that should be used with your
mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem, one way is to consult the
manual of your mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem. Another way
is to check the port settings used by the wireless modem driver that
you installed earlier.
To check the port settings used by the wireless modem driver on
Windows 98, follow these steps:
a. Go to Control Panel -> Modem.
b. Select your mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem in the list box.
c. Click the Properties button.
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d. The Properties dialog box appears. The Maximum speeds field on
the General tab corresponds to HyperTerminal's Bits per second
field. Clickthe Connection tab and you can find the settings for data
bits, parity and stop bits. Click the Advanced button and you can find
the setting for flow control.
To check the port settings used by the wireless modem driver on
Windows 2000 and Windows XP, follow these steps:
a. Go to Control Panel -> Phone and Modem Options -> Modems
tab.
b. Selectyour mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem in the list box.
c. Click the Properties button.
d. The Properties dialog box appears. Click the Advanced tab and
then click the Change Default Preferences button.
e. The Change Default Preferences dialog box appears. The Port
speed field on the General tab corresponds to HyperTerminal's Bits
persecond field. You can alsofindthe setting for flowcontrol on the
General tab. On the Advancedtab, you can find the settings for data








Flow control: Hardware i
Advanced... Restore Defaults
OX IE Cancel Apf-%
Figure 8: The screenshot of MS HyperTerminal's Properties dialog box
• Type "AT" in the main window. A response "OK" should be
returned from the mobile phone or GSM/GPRS modem.
Type "AT+CPIN?" in the main window. The AT command
"AT+CPIN?" is used to query whether the mobile phone or
GSM/GPRS modem is waiting for a PIN (personal identification
number, i.e. password). If the response is "+CPIN: READY", it
means the SIM card does not require a PIN and it is ready for use. If
your SIM card requires a PIN, you need to set the PIN with the AT
command "AT+CPIN-<PiN>".
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^Mobile phone connection - HyperTerminal








Connected 0:02:07 Autodetect 5760Q8-N-1 SCROLL CAPS MUM j,
Figure 9: The screenshot of MS HyperTerminal's main window
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK
3.1 Procedure identification












• Set IT2870 as a
character, 'a'.











• Parents will receive an SMS. For eg,
Dear Mr. Majici. vour
son. Mohd Silmi Baried
with ID number 2870
arrived al school at 8.00
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The basic structure ofthis system consists of:
1. An input interface which consists of the microcontroller circuitry that connects the
barcode scanner
2. A USB interface to gather the feedback from the microcontroller to transmit to the
USB of a PC.
3. A GUI interface to extract the input from the serial port of the PC while allowing
the user to monitor and track down the location details.
4. A databaseinterfaceto provide the necessary storagefor the attendance records.
3.1.1 GUI Interface
Microsoft Visual Basic is chosen to design the GUI interface for the system.
Therefore, it must accomplish several important characteristics of the interface.














Figurell: GUI interface details
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3.1.2 Database Storage
The last part of the system at the end of the day is to be able to store the






Status Table User Table
Figurel2: Database storage details
As presented in the figure above, besides storing the attendance records, there is
also a needfor storage of the user identity for the loginsystem. It will include the
username and password for the verification ofthe user's identity.
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3.2 Project work
3.2.1 Microsoft Visual Basic
Microsoft Visual Basic is Windows GUI programming software. Therefore, it
is the appropriate software option to extract the input from the serial port and
alert the user ofany activity via graphical interface.
A component known as the Microsoft Comm Control 6.0 is applied to allow
the connection between Visual Basic and the serial port. Among the properties
of MSComm that need to be considered are listed in Table 2 below.
Table 3: Microsoft Comm Control 6.0 Properties
Properties Description
CommPort Sets and returns the communications port number
Settings Sets and returns the baud rate, parity, data bits and stop bits as a
string
PortOpen Sets and returns the state of a communication port. Also opens
and closes a port
Input Returns and remove character from the receive buffer
Output Writes a string ofcharacters to the transmit buffer
InputLen Sets the maximum number of characters that will be returned
when the input property is accessed
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This project consists of two interfaces. The first interface is log in form where
the user should key in the input which had been performed by barcode
scanner. The second form is to display result from interface 1. Below are the
screenshot ofthe form.
-|oUI
Figure 13: screenshot of form 1
The idea is when the barcode scanner scan barcode label, it will display the
product number in the student ID column. The ENTER button will
automatically triggered. Student name and time/date will be appearing on this
form which tells us this form has been linked to the database. The ADODC1
below is the function to link the form to the database
H 4 Adodri •!•'
Figure 14: screenshot of the ADODC function
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The function of second interface is to display the results which consist:
a) The receiver ofthe SMS (parents name)
b) Receiver's phonenumber (parent's mobilenumber)
c) Information about attendance (In text)
'M, Form2







Figure 15: Screenshot of form 2
The information about attendance will be located at label 2 consists of text
that will appear on the receiver's phone in SMS. The OK button will
automatically triggered and this form will communicate with GSM
modem through serial port.
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3.2.2 Microsoft Access
Thedesignof the database to store surveillance records are created by
using the design view. Details ofclassesand types ofdata to be stored are
definedto a completedatabase. A view fromthe designwindow is
presented in Figure 13 below.
S Microsoft Access
File Edft View Insert Took Window Help T;,'pe d qut^hun hot help w
Ready A
Figurel6: Microsoft Access Database DesignWindow
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3.2.3 GSM Modem
GSM Modem is connected to PC through Serial cable. GSM modem is
connected to link the output from visual basic in order to send SMS to
receiver. This GSM modem uses the HyperTerminal instruction that has
been reprogram by visual basic in order to trigger the sequence all
automatically. Below is the picture of the GSM modem that been used for
this project.
Figure 17: GSM Modem
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4.1 Creating a barcode
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
IDemo make a bar code 3/9 -Ifllxl
- Type of font | rSiasof font 1r Point size] m. T\rA ** w Hdnl
<* Standard C A ** D fg-^\ * IipSl ° JELSil
*"* Human readable re r e
re r f
www,barcodyiqfonts.porn
F Add checksum? Do Fufl ASCII encoding? p Tip ofthe disy?
Type the data you want to bar code here:|EE287Q|
•flU jjakea bar code I l^p £opy to clip board | e£ Print abar code
This ts the string to use with ElfringFont's bar code 3 of 9 typeface:
Sample bar code 3 of 9:
Evaluation Venion Copyright 2005 by Elfring Fonts, Inc. £j guyNow
Figure 18: entering data
-Ulxl
•* lipsi 0 # Help
Demo make a bar code 3/9




r A ** D
r B r e
c c r f
- Point size
W3 www.barcodinoforTts.com
r Add checksum? T Do Full ASDI encoring? p Tip ofthe day?
Type the data you want to bar code here:|EE2B7Q!
ee a bar code iiy C/jpy to cEp board
This isthestring tousewfthElfrirtg Font's bar code3of9 frpeface:|*EE2870-





E valuation Vernon Copyright 2005 by Eifmg Fonts, Inc.
<^ Print a bar code
fy guyNow
Figurel9: Sample barcode is performed
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4.2 Microsoft ADO Data Control 6.0 (OLEDB)
The component which allows Visual Basic to communicate with Microsoft Access is the
Microsoft ADO Data Control 6.0 (OLEDB). This feature can be implemented by activating
the Adodcl component in Visual Basic. The properties of this component are presented
Figure 12 below.
Property Pag**
General jAuthentication | RecordSouice ] Color 1Font
Source of Connection
F Use Data LinkFile
C Use ODBC Data Source Name




Figure 20: ADO Data Control Property
Initialization of the ADO Data Control is completed to allow Visual Basic to access any
designated database from Microsoft Access. The basic operations on that database are





The three important settings that must be initialized under the ADO Data Control properties
are:
> Connection String; using the Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLEDB Provider, which is the
normal choice for real-time application
> Connection Destination; declaring the path of the designated database
> RecordSource; setting the command type and table or stored procedure name to
compliment the RecordSet
Propeity Fag$$




[2 -adCm'dTable I •





Figure 21: RecordSource Properties
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,Data Link Pro(witter
Provider | Connection] Advanced] AH
Select the data you want to connect to:
OLE DBProvider^]
MediaCatalogDB OLE DB Provider
MediaCataiogMergedDB OLE DB Provider
MediaCatafogWebDB OLE DB Provider
Microsoft ISAM 1.1 OLE DB Provider
MicrosoftJet 3.51 OLE DB Provider
Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB Provider
Microsoft OLE DBProviderFor Data Mining Services
Microsoft OLE DB Providerfor IndexingService
Microsoft OLE DB Provider lor Internet Publishing
Microsoft OLE DB Provider for ODBC Drivers
Microsoft OLE DB Provider for OLAP Services 8.0
Microsoft OLE DB Provider for Oracle
Microsoft OLE DB Provider lor Outlook Search
MicrosoftOLE DB Provider lor SQL Server
Microsoft OLE DBSimple Provider
MSDataShape
OLE DB Provider for Microsoft Directory Services
Next»
OK Cancel Help
Figure 22: Data Link Properties (Provider)
,Data link Pr*>p$itws
Provider Connection | Advanced] All ]
Specify the following to connect to Access data:
1. Select or enter a database name:
jG:\My StuffsSMy Stuofes\FYPWB\danir\status.md|]|
2. Enter information to logon to the database:
User name: Admin
I*/ Blank password P Allow saving password
Figure 23: Data Link Properties (Database Path Declaration)
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43 Microsoft Access for database





















just to set auto number
Student matrix number
Tfcne and date student in




















The data type determines the kindof values
that users can store in the field. Press Fl for
help on data types.
Figure24: table for database
attendance: Table
ID StudID StudName Timeln | TimeOut
1 2870 Mohd Siimi Ban
2
3
2947 Mohd Hisyani b
2859 Abdul Hatiz bin
4 2874 Mohd Razik bin
5 2863 Mohd Akbar bin






2953 Zackaraily bin lv
2946 Seyri Anuwa bir
2856 Mohd Radhie bi
8251 Mohd Fadzlee t
# (AutoNumber) 0
Figure 25: database stored in table 1
-lalxj
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'M attendance! : Table ••-•}*y-;'-~'y_ ffi^^i^^^^^
IDI StudID 1 StudName Timeln TimeOut | ParerrtName PhoneNo
1 172870 Mohd Silmi Bari Majid BinAwang 0196213138
2ri2947 Mohd Hisyani b Ali Fakry
3172859 Abdul Hafiz bin Abdul Hamid 0126767676
4IT2874 Mohd Razik bin Mohd Aznam
5IT2863 Mohd Akbar bin Mohd Kamal
6IT3179 Ahmad Nizad R Abd. Manah
7IT2953 Zackaratly bin N Mohd Salleh
8IT2946 Seyri Anuwa btr Jahari
9IT2856 Mohd Radhie bi Abdullah DjJS.
10 1773251 Mohd Fadzlee t Hassan / ^i
11 IT3070 Mohd Shuhaiza Hassan At \
12IT2973 Mohd Iskandar 1 Yaakob \ \
13iT285B Mohd Radhie bi Abdullah Din\ '
14 172949 Mohd Syazwan Ahmad Shatje\
J IS 00025770 Mohd Afham N; MaJjMfl^ang \^
* (AutoNumber)
ParerrtName PhoneNo
















Figure 26: New Column Added for Parent's Name and phone number
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4.4 Visual Basic Interface
Tti: JMajid Bin Awang
Phone No I019S213138
Anak anda Mohd Silmi Baried binMajtd















Figure 27: form results
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4.5 Communication from Visual Basic to Serial Port for SMS
• • Port Control:



















Figure 28: How to communicate between VB 6.0 to Serial Port
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4.6 GSM modem
The GSM network offers a wireless infrastructure which extends your reach to anywhere in
the world. There are several means to tap onto this infrastructure as a communication
medium. One way is to use a direct data call to connect a point-to*point data link from one
place to another. Or, to log into the World-Wide-Web via GPRS. A simple method is also
via Short Message System (SMS).
Which ever means is used, a user wants to exchange or send data or information from one
point to another. We will describe here of how to use an AT command on mobile phones
to be as a GSM commumcation information node. This will be the cheapest means to




i Bits per second: \9600 v |
Data bits: jQ V;
Parity: ]None V \
| Stop bits: ;1 "" v]
Flow control: Bjgjyi HHHHH v
Restore Defaults
OK Cancel Apply
figure 29: Setting the properties at Hyper Terminal
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r FF - HyperTerminal
Fte && Wow Gal Transfer
flT*CH6R=l
*CM6R * 1 23
06915689450092040fl915669719328000050101U172522305C8329BFD06
OK
Connected G:00;29 Autodetect 9600S-N-1 CAPS
figure 30: ALT+CMGR for received messages
.*:ff - HyperTerminal





Connected 0:01:49 Auto detect 1200 3-N-l





Communication is very important in our everyday lives. It is now evolving from the
traditional commumcation using radio frequency to the latest wireless communication.
This project is hoped to improve school attendance system by applying the latest
technology available so that we will be in the same wireless communication evolution
era.
The project is a preparationfor the final year student to enter the working environment.
All the theories learn throughout the five years in UTP can be applied and implemented
in this project. Student will also learn how to manage their time for study for other
courses and completing this project. All of this experience will be very helpful in
producing a well rounded and quality engineer.
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Public Function MyTimeOAs String
MyTime » Format(Now, "dd-MMM-yyyyHH:nn:ss")




Datatee.RecordsetFind "StudID=m & txtlD.Text & ""'
If Database.Recordset.EOF Then





'call friction send sms





Coding for Form 2 (Visual Basic)
Public Function MyTimeQ As String
MyTime - Format(Now, "dd-MMM-yyyy HH:mm:ss")












Dim strDate As String
Database.Refresh
Database.Recordset.MoveFirst
Database.Recordset.Find "StudlD-"' & forml.txtlD.Text & *""
IfDatabase.Recordset.EOF Then




strDate = forml .lblTime
strDate = MyTime
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5 AT commands originating from GSM 07.05 for SMS
The SMS related AT Commands are according to the GSM 07.05 specification issued by ETSI
(European Telecommunications Standards Institute).
:fe&is;em^^
'Referencey\ V .^yl.-'^y-y/y '-:YiJ&tEf







Aft-CMGD^ TA deletes message from preferred message storage <mrml> location
<.index> * index"*.
OK
Iferror is related to ME. functionality
h< MSf-KKOK<i>ir:-
iVwrieler
MHd-;«> tnt-^gor typ& i/alue in Uiu range of location numbers supported by
tfif nasuuaied mernury
Noli-Rofcie-CP
GSM07 0G If thcMO is moywS itrs'S"i <;* i(!rt • 'Jot-tud i" 'c- i"£.' 'c-p^'w .' Oft iiv
i esi ccnnnana kcs*" i**'
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5.4 AT+CflflGL- List $M^ rnpspagos from preferred store
i r.si comniar.a Kesnnnse
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'-ier.fiived iiEirond messages (default)
:ii"uo"'-"d 1'-m\ mossaqns
^.oreJ undent messaarjs
Stored sent messsyt- s
All rrni3.riiH|ec
.;'• i*""' '!:.-• .T'."-*.^'^ --./ni- -.' *:.h *s:lp • nsnl- fn;(it:KL':i:id(]i:stoiaije <mcml-o
'•'• •• • •" ui "i-' i '.i "*.!j'- .. lrfivi-ii u.'V:iu(f st:iUis in the- starago
chariots tn 'received rr-^tJ
N0l3. If ihe* :,f.!icv :•"- '• ni.-.pi * ;* ^,'i".- • ;•: • •: /_•: • ! . . ,
••••:• \i.-. _ si---. -.: vi;s ;<"i.;»^Hrr. :uui SMb-
1 *"• •' ' -, '• ' """! '•' .* i.. * Hi. -1:.;"i::vrf nf fj;f(errtiit hM
• • " •, - - • • • • . . -y '>• • .«...•! :- : -i:!:.-! fij' :>.-r,imMiing thft
• r- --r —'
Rtz,pcrzti
;: !i!;.':' niodo (t-CMG!-'"1) it id command successful
:• 'M'- oiii'.^irt .v-drj: 3^0[=LIVE"Rs.
It M<il.: 'indfi. , sl.n 'ml..!.. •; ,': -.i \. . i. .i . .'
* Irnrtb'l'-L H • • i.f - -fit- •; -i H -• i »
:•«•..:» ;•* K \\ •i.it^--I...UOK
•X V!<Ji.:-"insti > .• Mjii • :.•".-.••• .; »-. :.-!-!• ^ : /j-
h< U -> I i •
rfW/..-.ij* ."if!1 l".i • :•. !• =• '.:-' -•
I...{| OK
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3) Iferror is felatcd to ME functionality:
fCMS ERROR: <err>
Parameter
<a!pha> string type alphanumeric representation of <da> or <oa>
corresponding to the entry found in phonebook, implementation of
diie- feature is"manufacturer- specfflc
^eo GSM03.40 i i'-Command-Type m integer format (default 0)
<da> GSM 0340 TP-Destination-Address Address-Vatac fiekJ in ••ilm-j
format; BCD numbers (or Q3M default atehaiKit ^harocter*,) ji
converted into character; type ^f addre?G given fey mkIk.*
<dnfc»>
if? wineatSMS CSM03 -to Tp-Uaer-Oala ttt feutf mode responses; format:
-if'<4ta»*»iridicatuv that GSM 03.33 default alphabet is used and <:fo>
indicates that GSM 03.40 TP-Usor-Dota-HeadeMndicafion it not
set M£/TA converts GSMalphabet intocurrent Tr- character set
according to rules of Annex A
- ir-Trjrt* fnenste.1! !hal &bfi or iJC52di3a ceding scheme is used, or <fo>
i»d«*d*w *»m* a;-,K4 /p 4U fP- Use?• Oata-Header-lndieatien is set:
foii'fTA r-Oiweris e/fc'-ti B=b"<t octet into hexadecimal numbers
•: Ji/u3;;;;>g iwo Jf-A UciiajUas {o.jj octet with integer value 42 is
presented to TE as two characters 2A 0RA 5C5 and 8u);
frrme case of COS* GSM 03.4 / CtfAT Couiant of Message ;';ibi*t *i'*xfe *^-
•? ^(Ps---(r«Jjr.&tOT mat GSM 03 3H default alphabet a used: Mk/TA
convert*. Q.<u jtphabet into current 7> character set accordinp
to rules of Annex A
- if<dcs> indicates that«-bft yr U032 dem potty's c-t-ticme ts '.'•"••I m*Vi ;.
converts each 8 bH orfci into huwdftimni ni^hc:- "ynnin'pii
two IRA charactois
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ParaniflPr
-•'ill-- GSM 03.40 TP-Discharge-Time in time-string format *yy/MM/
ddlhh:mmss±£zn, where characters indicate year (two last digits),
month, day, hour, minutes, seconds and time zone. For example,
6th of May 1994.2210:00 GMT+2 hours equals
"94/05/06.22.10.00+08-
<T<»> depending on Ihe command or result code firstoctet of GSM03 40
SMS iH-l IVt'rt. RMS-SUBMIT (default 1?), SMS- STATUS-
KHWl. ;n SMtt COMMAND (default 2) in integer format
*-"ii'ngrh> integer typo value indicating in taxi mode ^CMtJF--'/ thf i*:"n> IJt
the message body <d?rta- {or --c-JVo- j in irhdir.rk-io o: m i,!Mj
mode (+CMCI--0), tns tongth oi iur hcU^I \ i»cbtti yn-i;;; yi t •_•.
u t> th i HP !rjyer SMSr." address octets arc not counted in the
iiiritiih)
•u->\ • \:.y.» tvf'.r -'«!«" in ihc i^ii'jf •oFlocation numbers supported by
the associated memoiy
<mid- GSM 03 41 Ct3M Ml'SShui. id-vti&t.: .nrnUnf >n-i --A
'inr> GSM 03 40 ii^-Mcj-'i «>*- !^-.ii.'-.': ..i iii.;.. • r "h.i:
i-j **•: Mfl'ii* •IMTj.^r-nirvj Vfc;«»*.-. AUdi ess Value Held in string
• ...v it ij' L- .-a-ibt.i '<-t: CUM dofajSt 3!»hJb*sr, characters) are
.,-.•„.• ;* •:: ,;,[.-• •'-:• *..,* ;•_ Type tf! "»fcfr.5'".r. aJVQR by <tOOa>
<pHpiv- (-ibM 0j 4 ' <JKM ' ':ip" !'nr .-v •;':*: - '*• "'• •• .=V ;:•-. Ti :•
-.prtu=- Inthecjb'juf Srtii C:jmC'1.!". h.J.*j.i:;„s :.!'.•&•• :••>: ..v.. "
"(PDl! T, ntvarii-LilTi^ *'V-r,;T[ •.'«/;/• -.i-i.ii-.
••Hit <n!ii ll'.'R. •{'.•'.:'. 11.*• ' •iii;>iiiJf.- > j'li'.li. ."-^ (*.*• iri/. uimi«iCi »>{» \L. y.
•;•;- ..•:Mii •«• •» ski- Vrj plotted lo TI" *$ iwu characters 2A
. .,* ..;. ,r-..* . |n*v-j«im.-tfi,:H.k -.:SM U141 rPIMJin
'. •••• .-,. .i--.—..|
•"psge- GSM ii.l 41 OP.*- *'nSf : '."j" •"•* ••••" i-!' • '• •»-_.,• '""..'
«-rn* GSMi;3.ii> "' : •'»jctp:nn! 'Mr'ik':-. •' :•:•• •" *":i .• •• " ••* • v ._
lomifi'., i-i-,"^ illiiriDf'."-•, Jl " •Si'-I .'fi'-..1 i .•.••'•"*! . •: • ' .• .
• - • I-1::-lit :i y.•ltft:".. type o! jiHrro given ty <Iot4j-
•\.i. . i-iA .:..'\,i .: _->,-.-,;.'.• ^ti.'rc iinu- binn-inii tane-sfnnq'urinat
'.:•-.• •-:•' )
<*••> GSM 03.41 CRM Sunal Numb* in integer furimt
<sl> GSM 03 40 TP- Sftlus in mtaiier torm,i*
Modsi> GSM 04 11 IP Ltestmelkiri-AfMn.-LF •yDt! "f *'--i't—::* -if-t.-l .r.
:>% • i •! I'vri.:! (v.riori ft si ?haisti£ar of 'da> is *• (IRA 43) default is
:4f- .'Uii'fiMiSfiJriHuiilS *J'.l)
«r.«:* •. V.i fi-: :' T'"1 •1Vi^"ir.»i..ij Vdsc'"--" Tyiic of Addro^ octet in
uilugi'i fuinici: ith'ictiiii ici^-i-nV- "*
<lor»'- USM04 11 W'-'^ T-.-piMil A.!"l|.f- -yi-* " -.'ii'i- * . i1 •"::'-
foimnl (cinlm;!'1 i*?r"-i--'i'.'lB>j
ih-nji.tfiif-:.- .-.:-'•••: *>i«'A'un»o!H-/ht:dnpiayvditAiASSr;ONh=-1 has
Liojn Jui iJulUiw oLu u.iUp!.Ji '•£ 'J/ \Q: ;iut3!!& Oil A fSSCONI-'






AT+CMGR* <tadev integer type, value in the range of location numbers supported by the
<index> associated memory
Response
TA returns SMS message with location value <tndex> from message storage
<mem1> to the TE If status of the message is received unread', status tn the
storage changes to 'received read'


















3 W error is related to MF functionality
HCMSKRROR:<err>
Pdiameter
- Alpha-* string type dlphanumenc representation of <da> or <us> corresponding
to the entry found in phonebook, implementation of this feature is manu
facturer specific
<stat> integer type in PDU rnorie (default 0), or string tvpH> in +ext mode rdcfn>jri
"REC UNREAD"), indicates thes status of "ie&s-'.igL> m iminoiy JctincJ
values
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0 "REC UNREAD" received unread message (i.e. new message)
1 "REC READ" received read message
2 "STO UNSENT"stored unsent message (only applicable to SMs)
3 ''STO SENT" stored sent message (only applicable to SMs)
<ct> GSM 03.40 TP-Command-Type in integer format (default 0)
<da> GSM 03.40 TP- Destination-Address Address-Value field in string format;
BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are converted into cha
racters;typeof address given by<toda>
<data>
fn case ofSMS: GSM 03.40 TP-User-Data in text mode responses; format:
-if<dcs> indicates that GSM 03,38 default alphabet is used and <fo>
indicates that GSM 03.40 TP-User-Data-Header-lndication is not
set: ME/TA converts GSM alphabet into current TE character set
according to rules covered in Annex A
-if<dcs> indicates that 8-bit or UCS2 data coding scheme is used, or <fo>
indicates that GSM 03.40 TP-User-Data-Header-lndication is set:
ME/TA converts each 8*bit octet into hexadecimal numbers
containing two IRA characters (e.g. octet with integer value 42 is
presented to TE as two characters 2A (IRA50 and 65)
In case of CBS: GSM 03.41 CBM Content of Message in text mode re
sponses; format:
- if <dcs> indicates that GSM 03.38 default alphabet is used: ME/TA converts
GSM alphabet into current TE character set according to rules
covered In Annex A
-if<dcs> indicates that 8-bit or UCS2 data coding scheme is used: ME/TA
converts each 8-bit octet into hexadecimal numbers containing two
IRA characters
<dcs> depending on the command or result code: GSM 03.38 SMS Data
Coding Scheme (default 0), or Cell Broadcast Data Coding Scheme in
integer format
<cdata> GSM 03.40 TP-Cemmand-Data in text mode responses; ME/TA
convertseach 8-bit octet intotwo IRA character longhexadecimal
numbers (e.g. octet with integer value 42 is presented to TE as two
characters 2A (IRA50 and 65))
<dt> GSM 03.40 TP-Discharge-Time in time-string format: "yy/MM/
dd,hh:mm:ss±zz", where characters indicate year (two last digits),
month, day, hour, minutes, Seconds and time zone. For example, 6th of
May 1994,22:10:00 GMT+2 hours equals "94/05/06,22:10:00*08"
<fo> depending on the command or result code: first octet of GSM 03.40
SMS- DELIVER, SMS-SUBMIT (default 17), SMS-STATUS-REPORT,
or SM5-C0MMAND (default 2) in integer format
<fcngth> integer type value indicating in text mode (+CMGF-1) the length of the
message body <data> (or <cdata>) in characters; or in PDU mode
(+CMGF*0), the length of the actual TP data unit in octets (i.e. the RP
layer SMSCaddress octets are not counted in the length).
In text mode, the maximum length of an SMS depends on the used
ceding scheme: tt is 160 characters if the 7 bit GSM coding scheme is
used, and 140 characters according to the 8 bit GSM coding scheme.
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<ind«> integer type; value in the range of location numbers supported by the
associated memory
<mid> GSM 03 41 CBM Message Identifier in integer format
*mr> GSM 03.40 Tp.Message»Reference in integer format
<oa> GSM 03 40 TP-Orlginating-Address Address-Value field in stnng
format; BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are
converted into characters; type of address given by <tooa>
<page> GSM 03.41 CBM Page Parameter bits 4-7 in integer format
<paR«> GSM 03 41 CBM Page Parameter bits 0-3 In integer format
<pthr> In the case of SMS GSM 04.11 SC address followed by GSM 03 40
TPDU in hexadecimal format' ME/TA converts each octet of TP data unit
into hexadecimal numbers containing two IRA characters (e g. octet with
integer value 42 is presented to TE as two characters 2A (IRA 50 and
65)). In the case of CBS: <ra> GSM 03.40 TP-Reeipient-Address
Address-Value field in string format, BCD numbers (oi GSM default
alphabet characters) are converted into characters, type of address
given by <tora>
<pid> GSM 03.40 TP-Protocol-ldentrfier in integer format (default0)
<n> GSM 03 40 TP-Recipient-Address Address-Value field in string format;
BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are converted to
characters of the currently selected TE character set (refer command
AT+CSCS Select TE character set.), type of address given by <tora>
<sca> GSM 04.11 RP SC address Address-Value field in stnng format, BCD
numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are converted to
characters of the currently selected TE character set (refer command
AT+CSCS Select TE character set); type of address given by - no-sca -.
<scts> G$M 03 4Q TP-Service-Centre-Time-Stamp in time-string format (refer
<dt>)
<&n> GSM 03.41 CBM Sena) Number in integer formal
<!.(> GSM 03 40 TP-Status in integer format
<tuda> GSM 04.11 TP-Destinalion-Address Type-of-Address octet in integer
format (when first character of <da> is + (IRA 43) default is 145,
otherwise default is 129)
<tm»a> GSM 04.11 TP-Originating-Address Type-of-Address octet in integer
format (default refer<toda>)
<tvra> GSM 0411 TP-Recipient Address Type-of-Address octet in integer
format (default refer<toda>)
<tiiwa> GSM 04.11 RP SC address Type-of-Address octet in integer format
(default refer <toda>)
<vp> depending on SMS-SUBMIT <fo> setting:GSM 03.40 TP-Validity-Penod
eitherin integer format (default 167) or intime-stnng format (refer <dt>)
Note
Response to a CMGR to an empty record index: +CMGR 0..0
Response to a CMGR to a not existing record index- +CMS ERROR' invalid
memory index
The parameters <ra>and <tnr»> will only be displayed if A1ASSCONF*1 has
been set before See Chapter 6.37 for details on ATASSCONF











2) if PDU mode
(*CMGF=0)
*CMGS=<lengih><CR>
PDU is given <ctrt-2/ESC>
ESC aborts message






TA transmits SMS message from TE to network (SMS-SUBMIT)
Message reference value <mr> is returned to TE on successful
message delivery. Value can be used to identify message upon
unsolicited delivery status report result code
1) If text mode (+CMGF=1) and sending successful.
+< \1C.S: <inr>r,HCte>| OK
2) If PDU mode (+CMGF-0) and sending successful.
+( \1<;S: <.inr>[,ackpdii>| Oh
3) if error is related to ME functionality.
t< MS ERROR: -'err>
For example, rf a message was too long <err> code 305 ("Invalid text
mode parameter4) is returned.
Parameter
<da> GSM 03 40 TP-Destination Address Address-Value field in
stnng format; BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet
characters) are converted into characters, type of address
given by <t«da>
<tod»> GSM 04 11 rp-Destmation-Address Type-of-Address octet in
integer format (when first character of <da>is 4 (IRA 43)
default is 145 otherwise default is 12V)
<-lcngth> integer type value indicating in PDU mode <+CMGF=0), the
length of the actual TP data unit in octets (i.e. the RP layer
SMSC address octets are not counted in the length)
<mr* GSM 03 40 TP-Message-Reference in integer format
-^*cfe> GSM 03.40 TP-Service-Centre-Time-Stamp in time stnng
format (refer <di>)
^d(> GSM 03.40 TP-Discharge-Time in time-string format' hyy/MM/
dd.hh mm ss+zz , where characters indicate year (two last
digits), month, day, hour, minutes, seconds and time zone
Forexample, 6th of May 1994,22 1000 GMT+2 hours equals
h94/05706,22:1000+08'
<-ackpdu>GSM 03 40 RP-User-Data element of RP-ACK PDU, format is
same as for «>pdu> in case of SMS, but without GSM 04 11
SC address field and parameter shall be enclosed in double
quote characters like a normal string type parameter
<pdu> For SMS- GSM 04 11 SC address followed by GSM 03 40
TPDU in hexadecimal format" ME/TA converts each octet of
TP data unit into hexadecimal numbers containing two IRA
characters (e g octet with integer value 42 is presented to TE
as two characters 2A (IRA 50 and 65)) In the case of CBS-
GSM 03 41 TPDU in hexadecimal format
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After invoking the commands CMGW, CMGS, CMGC wait for the
prompt"-?" and then start to send text to the module.
To send the message simplyenter <CTRL-Z>. See Execute
command for possible responses.
Sending can be aborted by entering <ESC> Of course, the
message willnot be sent, though the operation is acknowledged
with OK
Sending e-mails via SMS Note that some providers do not
recognize @ symbol Possible alternative"1" for "@"
At baudrates lower than 19200 it is recommended to use the line
termination character only (refer to +ATS3, default <CR>, pg 28)
before entering the text/pdu Use of the line termination character
followed by the response formating character (see +ATS4. default
<LF>, pg 28) can cause problems.
All characters entered behind the ">"prompt will be recognized as
GSM characters For example. "Backspace" (ASCII character 8)
does not delete a character, but will be inserted into the SMS as an
additional physical character As a result, the character you wanted
to delete still appears in the text, plus the GSM code equivalent of
the Backspace key. See also Chapter 7 5 which provides the
supported alphabet tables
In text mode, the maximum length of an SMS depends on the used
coding scheme, it is 160 characters if the 7 bit GSM coding scheme
is used, and 140 characters according to the 8 bit GSM coding
scheme.









<CR> text is entered
ctrl-Z/ESC>*ESC>
quits without sending




PDU is given <ctrt-
ZJESC>





TA transmits SMS (either SMS-DELIVER or SMS-SUBMIT) from TE to
memory storage <mem2> Memory location <mdex> of the stored message
is retumed Message status will be set to 'stored unsent' unless otherwise
given in parameter <stat>
Note SMS-COMMANDS and SMS-STATUS -REPORTS cannot be stored in
text mode
If writing is successful
+< IVir;W:<iiidevOk
Ifwnting is not successful
OK
if wnting fails, for example if a message was too long or wntmg was aborted.
ME simply returns OK instead of an ERROR code Users should be awaie
that, in this case, the message will not bo written to the SIM card. This
behaviour has been implemented for compatibility to M20 (Siemens GSM
Terminal) To verify whether or not a message was stored check foi
H M(;\V: <indc\> OK as described above
Iferror is related to ME functionality
+CMS ERROR: *«rr>
Pdrametpr
<oa> GSM 03 40 TP-Originaling-Address Address value field in stnng
format, BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are
converted into characters type of address given by <io»a>
<ria> GSM 03 40 TP-Destination-Address Address-Value field in stnng
format, BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are
converted into characters, type of address given by <ioda >
<ttHui> GSM 0411 TP-Onginating-Address Type-of-Address octet in
integer format (default refer <toda>i
<-toda-' GSM 04.11 TP-Desttnation-Address Type-of-Address octet in
integer format (when first character of <d*> is <- (IRA 43) default is
145, otherwise default is 129)
<-lenpth> integer type value indicating in PDU mode (+CMGF=0), the length
of the actual TP data unit in octets 0 e the RP layer SMSC
address octets are not counted in the length)
<-stat> integer type in PDU mode (default 0) or string type in text mode
(defauld "REC UNREAD"), indicates tne status of message in
memory, defined values
0 "REC UNREAD" Received unread messages (default)
1 'REC READ" Received read messages
2 "STO UNSENT" Stored unsent messages
3 'STOSENF Stored sent messages
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<pdu> In the case of SMS GSM 04.11 SC address followed by GSM
03 40 TPDU in hexadecimal format' ME/TA converts each octet of
TP data unit into hexadecimal numbers containing two IRA
characters (e g octet with integei value 42 is presented to TE as
two characters 2A (IRA 50 and 65)). In the case of CBS. GSM
03.41 TPDU m hexadecimal format
<indcv> Index of massage in selected storage <incm2>
Reference Note
GSM 07 05 « After Invoking the commands CMGW. CMGS, CMGC wait for the prompt
">" and then start to send text to the module
• To store the message simply enter <CTRL-Z> See Execute command
for possible responses.
• Wnting can be aborted by entering <ESC> Of course, the message will
not be stored, though the operation is acknowledged with OK
• When sending e-mails via SMS the @ character may be replaced with "*"
as defined in GSM 03 40 (3GPP TS 23.040)
• At baudrates lower than 19200 it is recommended to use the line
termination character only (refer to +ATS3, default <CR>, pg. 28) before
entenng the text/pdu. Use of the line termination character followed by
the response formating character (refer to +ATS4, default <LF>, pg 28)
can cause problems.
• Allcharacters entered behind the *>" prompt willbe recognized as GSM
characters For example, 'Backspace" (ASCII character 8) does not
delete a character, but will be inserted into the SMS as an additional
physical character. As a result, the character you wanted to delete still
appears in the text, plus the GSM code equivalent of the Backspace key
See Chapter 7.5 which provides the supported alphabet tables Also
refer to Chapter 1 5 for general remarks on character sets
• In text mode, the maximum length of an SMS depends on the used
coding scheme It is 160 characters rfthe 7 bit GSM coding scheme is
used, and 140 characters according to the 8 bit GSM coding scheme.
















TA sends message with location value <indei> from message storage
<mcm2^ to the network (SMS-SUBMIT or SMS-COMMAND) If new
recipient address <da> is given tor SMS-SUBMIT, it shall be used instead of
the one stored with the message Reference value <-mr> is retumed to the
TE on successful message delivery Values can be used to identify
message upon unsolicited delivery status report result code
1) If text mode (+CMGF-1) and send successful-
+CMSS: <nir>|1svls>|OK
2) It PDU mode (+CMGF=G) and send successful
-K'MSS: <mr>|.ai-kpdtH OK
3) If error is related to ME functionality
+CMSfcKROR:<crr>
Parameter
<ackpdu> GSM 03 40 RP-User-Data element of RP-ACK PDU
format is same as for <pdu>in case of SMS, but without
GSM 0411 SC address field and parameter shall be
bounded by double quote characters like a normal stnng
type parameter
<indei> integer type; value in the range of location numbers
supported by the associated memory
<da> GSM 03 40 TP-Destination-Address Address-Value field
in string format, BCD numbers (or GSM default alphabet
characters) are converted into characters, type of
address given by <toria>
«4ct<^ GSM 03 40 TP Service-Centre-Time-Stamp in time-
string format
<-t»da> GSM 04.11 TP-Destination-Address Type-of-Address
octet in integer format (when firstcharacter of - da- ts +
(IRA 43) default is 145. otherwise ripfault is 124)
<mr-* GSM 03 40 1P-Message-Reference in integer format
Note
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Iest command Response
AT+CNMA*? 1) If text mode (+CMGF=1)-
OK
2) If PDU mode (+CMGF=0)
•K'NMA: (list of supported <-n>fl) OK
Cxecute nommara
1) If text mode.
AT+CNMA








TA confirms successful receipt of a new message (SMS-DELIVER or SMS-
STATUS-REPORT) which is routed directly to the TE TA shall not send
another +CMT or +CDS result code to TE until previous one is
acknowledged.
If ME does not receive acknowledgment within required time (network
timeout), ME sends RP-ERROR to the network. TA shall automatically
disable routing to TE by setting both <mi>and <dp> values of +CNMI to ^ero.
Note The command shall only
<scrvicr- equals I {- phase 2+)
be used when +CSMS parameter
1) If text mode:
OK
2) If PDU mode-
OK
3) If error is related to ME functionality.
+CMS ERROR: <*rf>
PriMmefers
<n> 0 command operates similarly as defined for the text mode
Note
If multiplex mode is activated (+CMUX=0) the +CNMI parameter will be set to
zero on all channels, if one channel fails to acknowledge an incoming
message within the required time
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KlNMl: (list of supported *-mode>s), (list of supported <mt>s). (list of supported








TA selects the procedure how the receipt of new SMS messages from the network
is indicated to the TE when TE is active, e.g. DTR signal is ON If TE is inactive
(eg DTR signal is OFF), the reception of messages shall be performed as
specified in GSM 03 38
Noiei If the DTR signal is not available or the state of the signal is ignored
(V 25ter command ADO), reliable message transfer can be assured by
using +CNMA acknowledgment procedure
Norc2 The rules *"mt>=-2 and <rnr>=--3 for storing received SM are possible only if
phase 2+ compatibility is activated with +CSMS=I
Note3 The parameter <d*>=-l is only available in phase 2+
OK
If error is related to ME functionality
-K MS KRROR: <err>
Pammetei
'modo 0 Buffer unsolicited result codes in the TA If TA result code
buffer is full, indications can be buffered m some other place or
the oldest indications may be discarded and replaced with the
new received indications
1 Discard indication and reject new received message
unsolicited result codes when TA-TE link is reserved (e g in
on-line data mode) Otherwise forward them directly to the TE.
2 Buffer unsolicited result codes in the TA when TA-TE link is
reserved (e.g in on-line data mode) and flush them to the TE
aftei reservation. Otherwise forward them directly to the TE
3 Forward unsolicited result codes directly to the TE TA-TE link
specific inband technique used to embed result codes and data
when TA is in on-line data mode.
**mi> Rules for storing received SMS depend on the relevant data coding
method (refer to GSM 03.38 [2]), preferred memory storage (->-CPMS)
setting and this value
Note ItAT command interface is acting as the only display device, the
ME must support storage of class 0 messages and messages in the
message waiting indication group (discard message)
0 No SMS-DELIVER indications are routed to the TE
1 If SMS-DELIVER is stored in ME/TA, indication of the memory
location is routed to the TE using unsolicited result code
KM II: <mcm>,<indei-='
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2 SMS-DELIVERs, except class 2 messages and messages in
the message waiting indication group (store message) are
routed directly to the TE using unsolicited result code
+CM1. ,*-lengrti**'CR^'J Jrxpdu> (PDU mode enabled)
K'MT <oa>„ <stfts> |,<foo«>. <rb>, <pld>, <dw>, <sca>,
*'tnsca>, <Jenj*ili>| *"< K> <LF> <data> (text mode enabled)
3 Class 3 SMS-DELIVERs are routed directly to the TE using
unsolicited result codes defined in <,mt>=2 Messages of other
data coding schemes result in indication as defined in <mt>=l.
<bm> Rules for storing received CBMs depend on the relevant data coding
method (refer to GSM 03 38 [2]), the setting of Select CBM Types
(hCSCB) and this value:
0 No CBM indications are routed to the TE
2 New CBMs are routed directly to the TE using unsolicited
result code' +CBM: <4eni>ihxCRxLI<><pdii> (PDU mode
enabled) or+< BM: <sn>,<mid>,<di-s>,<pase>,<pages:>'-CR>
-c-LFxdata> (text mode enabled)
3 Class 3 CBMs are routed directly to TE using unsolicited result
codes defined in <brn>=2
<ds> 0 No SMS-STATUS-REPORTs are routed to the TE
1 SMS-STATUS-REPORTs are routed to the TE using
unsolicited result code* iCDS: -1ength><CR"**lif ><pdu>(PDL
modc enabled) or +CDS: <fo>.*mr>d<nt>].|<toni>|l<Kh>,<dt>l
<st> (text mode enabled)
2 If SMS-STATUS-REPORT is routed into ME/TA. indication of
the memory location is routed to the TE using unsolicited result
code rf'DSI: <mem>.<inrici>
*bfr> 1 TA buffer of unsolicited result codes defined within this
command is cleared when <in»de> l._j is entered
Unsolicited resmt Syntax of responses output when SMS is received
code +< MM: <mem^,<index> Indicates that new message has been
received
+t'BMl:<:iiwm>,<ind»Y> Indicates that new CB message has been
received
+CMT: ,<lengih^« 'R>-lJ-x|idu> Short message is output directly
+{'fl\l: <leap,thX Rxl,l'^=pdu> Cell broadcast message is output directly
Dunng each SMS or Cell Broadcast Messages the Ring Line goes Logic "1"for
one second
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Rufcruncje General remarks
GSM 07 05 • Parameters -mr-^2,3 and <ds>=l are only available with GSM phase 2 *• (see
tOSMS-I) Incoming SMs or Status Reports have to be acknowledged with
AT+CNMA=0 when using these phase 2+ parameters
• Ihe parameters <ra>and <tora> will only be displayed if ATASSCONF=1 has
been set before See Chapter 6 37 for details on ATASSCONF.
Handling of Class 0 short messages
• Ifthe host application Is provided with a display and ATASSDA-=1 has been set
Class 0 short messages can be displayed immediately Refer to Chapter 6 38
for details
• If the host application does not include a display, ME handles Class 0 short
messages as though there was no message class, i e. it will ignore bits 0 and 1
in the TP-DCS and normal rules for exceeded memory capacity shall apply
This approach is compliant with GSM 03 38
Requirements specific to Multiplex mode
• In multiplex mode (AT+CMUX=0) only one channel can use a phase 2+
parameter. The parameter for *mr> and <ds> on the other channels have to be
set to zero
• It either a SM or a Status Report is not acknowledged, all >CNMI parameters
will be set to zero on all channels
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TA selects memory storages <meml>. <mem2> and <nie«tJ> to be used for
reading, writing, etc
+<"PMS: <useill>.<totall>,<u^ed2>,<tatal2>,<UMrd3>.«t«ihil3^ OK










Memory to be used when listing, reading and deleting messages
JSM" SIM message storage
Memory to be used when wnting and sending messages*
'SM" SIM message storage
Received messages will be placed to this storage if routingto TE is not
set See AT+CNMI command with parameter <.mt>=2 (Chapter 5.10)
"SM" SIM message storage
Number of messages currently in <mcmx>
Numbei of messages storable in <nwnu~>
Number of messages storable in <mrmx>

















TA updates the SMSC address, through which mobile originated SMs are
transmitted. In text mode, setting is used by send and write commands. In PDU
mode, setting is used by the same commands, but only when the length of the
SMSC address coded into <pdu» parameter equals zero.




<w* GSM 04.11 RP SC address Address value field in string format' BCD
numbers (or GSM default alphabet characters) are converted into
characters, type of address given by <to<ii:a->
Maximum length of address' 20 characters
Musra> Service centre address format GSM 04.11 RP SC address Type-of-
Address octet in integer format (default refer <torla->)
Heference Note
GSM 07 05 In case of using no parameter after AT+CSCA= the content of <"sca-> will be
deleted.
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0 Accepts messages that are defined in <miris>and <dcss
1 Does not accept messages that are defined in <mids>
and <dcss>
Stnng type, combinations of CBM message IDs (e g
"0,1.5,320-478,922"). The number of ranges in <mids>
parameter stnng is limited to 6
String type; combinations of CBM data coding schemes (e g
"0-3.5")
If <mnde->=:1 is selected the parameter <tniris> has to be given as only one
area (e g. -0-99")
Note
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not detailed header information is shown in text mode result
o not show header values defined in commands +CSCA
and -K'SMP (•<'•«*>, <.touffa>. «'fii>, <v|P», <|iid> and <dcs*)
nor <lv»elh>, <inda> or <r«ua"» in -+CMT, +CMCL, +( MUK
result codes for SMS-DELIVERs and SMS-SUBMITs in text
mode, for SMS-COMMANDs in +(M(;R result code, do not
Show <pid>. <inn>. <da>, <hnl»>, «-|en|>th> a; <cri:ita->
show the values in result codes
RofoiAitca Note
GSM 07 05
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AT+GSMP- TA selects values for additional parameters needed when SM is sent to the
<fo>[,<vp/scts>[ network or placed in a storage when text format message mode is selected It is
.<pid> possible to set the validity period starting from when the SM is received by the
[,<dcs>]]] SMSC {<\p> is in range 0 255) or define the absolute time of the validity period
termination (*vp-> is a string) The format of *vp> is given by <fo>. if TA supports
the enhanced validity period formal, see GSM 0340), it shall be given as a
hexadezimal coded stnng (refer e.g <ndn>) with quotes
Note
When stanng a SMS-DELIVER from the TE to the preferred memory storage in





<fo> depending on the command or result code, first octet of GSM 03 40
SMS-DELIVER. SMS-SUBMIT (default 17). or SMS-COMMAND (default
2) in integer format
GSM 03 40 TP-Service-Centre-Time-Stamp in time-stnng format (refer
^dt>)
depending on SMS-SUBMIT <fo> setting: GSM 03.40 TP-Validily-Penod
either in integer formal (default 167)), m time-string format (refer<dt>),
or if is supported, in enhanced format (hexadecimal coded string with
quotes)
Protocol-Identifier in integer format (default 0), refer GSM 03 40
SMS DataCoding Scheme (default 0), or Cell Broadcast DataCoding







The command writes the parameters to the non-volatile memory
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AT +CSMS-= +t'SMS: <ini>,<mo>,<bni> OK
<service> If error is related to ME functionality
-K.MS KRROR: <eri-*
Parameter
<strvwe> 0 GSM 03.40 and 03.4'
mobile
compatible with GSM 07.05 Phase 2 version 4.7.0; Phase 2+
features which do not require now command syntax may be
supported, e.g. correct routing of messages with new Phase 2+
data coding schemes)
GSM 03.40 and 03.41 (the syntax of SMS AT commands is
compatible with GSM 07.05 Phase 2+ version: the requirement




<-mf> Mobile Terminated Messages
0 Type not supported
1 Type supported
<mn> Mobile Originated Messages:
0 Type not supported
1 Type supported
' l»m> Broadcast Type Messages*
0 Type not supported
1 Type supported
Note
If CSMS Mode is switched from Phase 2 •- to Phase 2 and one or more CNMI
Parameter are Phase 2+ specific a' •CMS ERROR- unknown error1willapear. It is
recommended to switch the CNMI Parameters to Phase 2 specific values before
entering Phase 2
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6 Siemens defined AT commands for enhanced functions
Self-defined commands do not have to be implemented in accordance with the official syntax. The
U+CB string can therefore be replaced by "AS" ("A" « 0x5E). If a serf-defined command with thesame








AT+CXXCID TA returns the card identification number in SIM (SIM file EF ICCID, see





Siemens See also Chapter 6.6 ATASCID
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ATAMONls? *M0NI: (list of supported < period >ft)OK
write command This command can be used to retrieve, automatically every n seconds, information
ATAMONI[=<pe onthe serving/dedicated cell. The display can be terminated byany character sent
iiod>] toserial Pert except ifautobauding isenabled (+1PR=0). Then type character a" to
abort.
Note




<pcri«d> 1 - 254 Displaypenod in seconds
Execute command This command can be used to retrieve, on request, the cell parameters of the
ATAMQNI serving/dedicated cell.
Note
The length of following output lines exceeds 80 characters Therefore a terminal
program may draw a carriage return on a screen. However, this is not part of the
response
Resprr'i-c (I xsmpies)
ML" is not connected'
a) ME is camping on a cell
b) ME camping on a cell but seaiching for a better cell (cell reselection)
•:.,•..-! • Mi i •• J • i- •*
!•!,! •' i- •>.*": .". :• ".' • • -•*- :•.• . . ••••". •: .•>'. r !•*- ••!•
cj ME is not camping on a ceil and couid not (yet) find a suitable cell
•i- •». i ,.m\ v.- .-•• »:• :• • ;*t -\i-. '• • •..-•••• i •... 'a'
ME is connected
i -. i • : I i.
Parameters Solving Cell.
charm ARFCN (Absolute Frequency Channel Number) of the BCCH carrier
rs RSSI (Received signal strength) of the BCCH carrier from 0 to 63 The
indicated value is composed of the measured value in dBm plus an
offset This is in accordance with a formula specified in 3GPP TS 05.08
dBrti receiving level of the BCCH earner in dBm
PI.MN PLMNIDcode
LAC location area code, see note below.
cell cell ID. see note below.
NCC PLMN colour code
Bf < base station colour code
PWK maximal power level used on RACH channel in dBm.
RXU> minimal receiving level (in dBm) to allow registration
CI coefficient for base station selection
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charm ARFCN (Absolute Frequency Channel Number) of the TCH earner
Note <chann> - h indicates frequency hopping.
I s timeslot number
timAd* timing advance in bits
pv* r current power level, coded accordingto 3GPP TS 05 05
dBm receiving level of the traffic channel carrier in dBm
Q receiving quality (0*7)
l hMod channel mode (S HR Halfrate, S FR. Full rate, S_EFR- Enhanced Full
Rate)
Note
The parameters I.AC and cell are presented as hexadecimal digits, the
remaining parameters are composed of decimal digits.
Ifthe radio cell changes during a connection, the parameters PWR and RXLev
of the 'Serving Celt' part cannot be updated under certain conditions and,
therefore, are left blank (see also +rREG, pg 107) This is because the MS
does not update the cell selection and resetection parameters since, in this
mode, they are not relevant for operation
if the BS supports frequency hopping during a connection, the dedicated
channel (parameter cIimmi) is not stable This mode is indicated by chunn = '»'.
The cell information can be issued in the form of unsolicited result codes
(related to <period--»), or it can be queried directly using the Execute command
ATAMONI In the firstcase, the ME activates its RING line (Logic "1") for one
second to send the URC to the connected application In the second case, the
RING fine does not change.
To some extent, the cell monitoring commands ATAMONI, ATAMONP and
ATASMONC cover the same parameters. The receiving level, for example, can
be queried with all three commands Yet the resulting values may be slightly
different, even though obtained over a time penod of a few seconds. This is
quite nonnal and nothingto worry about, as the cell information is permanently
updated















AMONP' (list of supported < iwriod *s) OK
This command can be used to retrieve, automatically every n seconds,
information of up to six neighbour cells. The display can be tenninated by
any charactei sent to the serial port except if autobauding is enabled




<|imod> 1 - 254 Display penod inseconds
This command can be used to obtain, on request information of up to six
neighbour cells
Response ^leTn'b)
• • t: .












ARFCN (Absolute Frequency Channel Number)of the BCCH
carrier
RSSI (Received signal strength) of the BCCHearner decimal
value from 0 to 63 The indicated value is composed of the
measured value in dBm plus an offset. This is in accordance with
a formula specified in 3GPP TS 05 08
receiving level in dBm
PLMN ID code
base station colour code
coefficient for base station selection
coefficient for base station reselection
Cell information can be issued in the form of unsolicited result codes
(related to <periud>). or itcan be queried directiy using the Execute
command ATAMONI In the first case, the ME activates its RING line
(Logic T) for one second to send the URC to the connected applica
tion. In the second case, the RING line does not change.
Due to trie fact that not all necessary information of the neighbour cells
can be decoded during a connection there are several constraints to
be considered
- Only neighbour cells that have already been visible in IDLE mode
will be further updated, as long as they are stillincluded in the list
Though new neighbour cells can be added to the list (e g due to
handover) their CI and C2 parameters cannot be displayed until
the connection is released In this case "-" is presented for C1 and
C2
The list does not include the serving cell.
Further cell information can be obtained with ATASMONC (see Chapter
6.17)
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Test command Response
AySACM-? "?*A( M <l>3t of supported *-n>s)OK
Parameter
See wnte command
Exncute command The execute command can be used to query the current mode of the Advice of
ATASACM Charge supplementary service, the SIM values of the accumulated call meter
(ACM) and accumulated call meter maximum (ACMmax)
Response
ASAf M: <n>,<acm>,<acm_max> OK
If error is related to ME functionality.
+< ME ERROR: <err>
Paiameiei
<n> See write command
cacm> ACM, stnng type, three bytes of the current ACM value in hexadeci
mal format (e.g "00001E"indicates decimal value 30) 000000-
FFFFPr
<nL-m_max> ACMmax. stnng type, three bytes of the max. ACM value in hexade
cimal format (e g '00001E" indicates decimal value 30) 000000
disable ACMmax feature 000001-FFFFFF
<ccm> stnng type; three bytes of the current CCMvalue in hexadecimal for
mat (e g. "00001E"indicates decimal value 30); bytes are coded in
the same way as ACMmax value in the SIM 000000-FFFFFF
Wnte command The write command enables or disables the presentation of unsolicited result to
ATASACM=<n> report the call charges.
Rosponw?




<n> 0 suppress unsolicited result cade
1 display unsolicited result code
When you power down or reset the MEwithAT+CFUN=1,1 the URC
presentation mode will be reset to its default To benefit from the
URC it is recommended to have the setting included in the user
profile saved with AT&W, or to select <n="l every time you reboot
the ME
Unsolicited result code
When activated, an unsolicited result code is sent when the CCM value changes,
but not more often than every 10 seconds
•K C'CM:<*cmJ»-
Reference Note
Siemens See also GSM07 07. AT+CACM. AT+CAMM, AT+CAOC
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Responses returned by the ATASBC command vary with the operating mode of the ME
Normal mode ME is switched on by Ignition pin and running the SLEEP. IDLE
TALK or DATA mode Charger is not connected ATASBC can be
used to query the battery capacity and the power consumption of
ME and application (rf value of application was specified before as
<current>)
Allows charging while ME is switched on by Ignition pin and running
the SLEEP, IDLE. TALK or DATA mode ATASBC returns charger
status and powei consumption of ME / application Battery capacity
is not available
Allows charging while ME is detached from GSM network When
started, the mode is indicated by the URC "SYSS7ART CHARGF-
ONLY MODE" ATASBC returns charger status and power
consumption of ME / application. Percentage of battery capacity is
not available. In Charge-only mode a limited number of AT
commands is accessible (see Table 9). There are several ways to
activate the Charge-only mode.
a) from Power Down mode* Connect charger while ME was powered
down with ATASMSO
b) from Normal mode Connect charger, then enter ATASMSO.
No charging functionality, i e charging does not start even though
the charger connects to the POWER lines. Battery parameters are
not available
Normal mode + charging.
Charge-only mode*
Alarm mode.
Charging begins once the charger connects to the POWER pins of the ZIF connector (except for the
Alarm mode) Please refer to the [1] ("Hardware Interface Descnption") supplied with your GSM
engine and the Application Note "Charging the Battery Pack" for details on the charging process
lest c-o-nmunu Response
ATASBC=? ^SIK - (list of supported «-bt:v-s),(list of supported • ttcl <s).- upr - module power
consumption
Defined values
' l>r& 0 No charging adapter is connected
1 Charging adapter is connected
2 Charging adapter is connected, charging in progress
3 Charging adapter is connected, charging has finished
4 Charging error, charging is interrupted
5 Falso charging temperature, charging is interrupted while
temperature is beyond allowed range
<bcl> Battery capacity
0.20,40.60,80,100 percent of remaining capacity (6 steps)
0 indicates that eriher the battery is exhausted or the capacity value
is not available
'in|tf-» Average power consumption
Value (0 5000) of average power consumption (mean value over a
couple of seconds) in mA See read and wnte command for details
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• bv\ - Connection status of battery pack
<bri> Battery charge level
While charging is in progress (charging adapter connected) the
battery capacity is not available Consequently, parameter -.iwl->=0
To query the battery capacity disconnect the charger.
<mpc> Average power consumption
<mpe> is obtained from the ME's power consumption, plus the value
you have specified for the application by using the write command
A rAS1K><corrcnt:> Remember that the ME's power consumption
vanes with its operating mode (IDLE. TALK, DATA) and the power
level
if <rurrent> was not yet specified and no battery pack NIC is
detected <mpc> returns only the module's present power
consumption.
If <cinrcnt> was not yet specified, but the NTC of the connected
battery pack is detected, an offset value of 200mA will, by default, be
added. 200mA is an estimated value which represents the power
consumption of a typical external application Drawn from practical
expenence it serves as a precaution to ensure proper charging in
case you have not entered <cnrraii>. It 13 strongly recommended
that you enter the correct power consumption of your application as
described below.
Note If the battery does not incorporate an NTC, or the battery and
the NTC are not compliant with the requirements specified in [1], the
battery cannot be detected by the ME
vVnie command Use the write command to specify the power consumption of your external
ATASBC= application. This information enables the ME to calculate the average power
<currenl> consumption <mpc> and to properly control the charging process. If the value is
not correct the entire charging process may be affected. Resulting problems may
be wrong responses to the ATASBC read command, overcharging, or the battery
does not reach full capacity
The write command registers the serial port as the output channel for unsolicited
result codes related to charging
When the ME is powered down or reset, the value of <curnnt> is restored to its
default This affects the charging control and disables the presentation of
unsolicited lesult codes. Therefore, the parameter should be sei every time when
needed after rebooting the ME
Response
OK
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Enter the current consumption of your application in mA (0. .6000) If
used, the current provided over the by 2 9V VDD pin of the ZIF
interface (maximum 70mA) must be added, too
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7he message wilt be reported, for example, when you attempt to set up a call
while the voltage is close to the critical limit and further power loss is caused
during the transmit burst. To remind you that the battery needs to be charged
soon, the URC appears several times before the module switches off in this
case, the battery capacity is still sufficient to set up a short call.
When the module Is in IDLE mode it takes typically one minute to deregtster from
the network and to switch off.
Nolo
If Multiplex mode is active, any virtual channel can be used to enter the write
command and to specify <currenl> The undervoltage URC. however, appears
simultaneously on all three channels.
The URC "SYSSTART CHARGE-ONLY MODE" is indicated automatically
when the engine enters this mode (except when autobauding is active). Unlike
the undervoltage URC. it cannot be disabled or enabled by the user.
Table 9: Summary of AT commands available in Charge-only and Alarm mode
AT command Use
AT+CALA Set alarm time
AT+CCLK Set date and time of RTC
ATASBC Monitor charging process
Note. While charging is in progress, no battery parameters are available To query
the battery capacity disconnect the charger. If the charger connects externally to
the host device no charging parameters are transferred to the module. In this
case, the command cannot be used.
ATASCTM Query temperature of GSM engine, enable or disable URCs
AIASMSO Power down GSM engine








ATASCID TA returns the identification number of the SIM card (see GSM 11.11 Chapter
10.1 1)
*SCfl>:<cld>OK
If error is related to ME functionality
+CME ERROR: <err>
Parameter
<ciri=» stnng type card identification number of SIM card
Reference Note
Siemens
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ATASCKS=<n> TA enables or disables the presentation of URCs to report whether or not the SIM
card Is connected
When the ME is powered down or reset with AT+CFUN=1,1 the presentation
mode <"n> will be restored to its default. To benefit from the URCs. it is
recommended to have the setting <n>=-l included in the user profile saved with
Al &W,or to activate the setting every time you reboot the ME.
OK
Parameter
<n- 0 Suppress unsolicited result codes
1 Output unsolicited result codes
<m> 0 No card
1 Card in card reader
Unsolicited lesutr code








Note that the connection status of <m>reflects only the status of the card holder
tray. Ifan empty SIM card tray is inserted, two URCs will be output, indicating the
status 1 and 0 (= SIM card connected and not connected)
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If error is related to ME functionality
+CME ERROR: <err^
Pararnrtei
':idv> 1-7 integer type, call identification number as described in GSM




<cs> Call status of respective call number (first parameter)
0 call hold
1 call in progress
2 Waiting call
<number> stnng type phone number in format specified by <type>
t>pe> type of address octet in integer format; 145 when dialling string
includes international access code character"+", otherwise 120
Note
See also GSM 07 07. AT+CLCC
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ATASCTM? TA returns the URC presentation mode and information about the current
temperature range of the module (not of the battery).
'SCTM: <-•>,«••> Ok
Parameters
<n> 0 Presentation of URCs is disabled.
1 Presentation of URCs is enabled
<m - -2 Below lowest temperature limit (causes immediate switch-off)
-1 Below low temperature alert limit
0 Normal operating temperature
1 Above upper temperature alert limit
2 Above uppermost temperature limit (causes immediate switch-off)
Wrte command Select <d> to enable or disable the presentation of the URCs. Please note that the
ATASCTM=<n> setting will not be stored upon Power Down, i.e. after restart or reset the default
level 0 will be restored To benefit from the URCs <n>=l needs to be selected




<n> 0 Suppress URCs.
1 Output URCs
Unsciicned result code
If enabled, URCs will be automatically sent to the TA when the temperature
reaches or exceeds the critical level, or when it is back to normal.
*SfTM._A: <m> for battery (accumulator) temperature
*SCTM _B: <m> for module (board) temperature
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• Please refer to the "Hardware Inferface Description" supplied with your GSM
engine for specifications on critical temperature ranges.
• To avoid damage the module willshut down once the critical temperature is
exceeded. The procedure is equivalent to the power-downinitiatedwith
ATASMSO
• The shutdown takes effect no matter whether URCs are enabled or disabled:
URCs indicatingthe alert level "2"or "-2"are followed by immediate shutdown.
If <&> is 0 the user is riot informed before the module shuts down.
• URCs indicatingthe alert level *T or "-1"are intended to enable the user to
take appropriate precautions, such as protect the module or battery from
exposure to extreme conditions, or save or back up data etc.
Examples
Example
URCs issued when the operating temperature is out of range:
' sctm A: 1 Caution: Battery close to overtemperature limit.
sctma: ? Alert: Battery above overtemperature limit. Engine switches off.
scTMB: l Caution: Engine close to overtemperature limit.
' sctm b : 2 Alert: Engine is above overtemperature limit and switches off.
sctma: -l Caution: Battery close to undertemperature limit.
isctm_a: -2 Alert: Battery below undertemperature limit. Engine switches
off.
sctm B: -1 Caution: Engine close to undertemperature limit.
sctmb : -2 Alert: Engine is below undertemperature limitand switches off.
URCs issued when the temperature is back to normal (URC is output once):
sctma : 0 Battery temperature back to normal temperature.
sctm B: 0 Engine back to normal temperature
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ATASLCD TA returns last call duration or ci
ME is out of Homezone






Mime* string type value; format is "hhmm:ss". where characters indicate hours,
minutes, seconds: e.g 22-10:00 "22-10:00",
max values are 999959:59
Note
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ATASLCK? This command is used to lock, unlock or interrogate a ME or a network facility
<fac>,<mode> <he>.
[,<passwd> The command can be aborted while network facilities are being set or[!<class->]] intenogated
If <mode><>2 and command is successful
OK
If <mode>-*2 and command successful
*SL( K: <&tutus>|1<i>lB&sl>|<CR>-'LI'>
AS1X*K: <statu*v>, clavs2....|| OK
If error is related to ME functionality
•K.iVIE ERROR: <err>
Parameter
<f«c> Phone security locks set bv user / provider
"PS" Phone locked to SIM card (phone code) ME requests password
when other than current SIM card inserted, ME may remember
certain number of previously used cards thus not requiring
password when they are inserted
"SC SIM (lock SIM cards) SIM requests password upon ME power-up
and when this lock command issued
"FDM SIM fixed diallingmemory If the mobile is locked to FD, only the
numbers stored to the FD memory can be dialled (up to 7
numbers). If PIN2 authentication has not been performed during the
current session, PIN2 is required as <passwd>.
"CS" Keypad lock (not supported since keypad cannot be connected)
Supplementary Service. Call barring
"AO* BAOC (Bar All Outgoing Calls)
"Olr BOIC (Bar Outgoing International Calls)
'OX" BOIC-exHC (Bar Outgoing International Calls except to Home
Country)
"Al" BAIC {Bar All Incoming Calls)
"IR" BlC-Roam (Bar Incoming Calls when Roaming outside the home
country)
"AB" Alt Barring services (applicable only for <mode>=0)
"AG" All outGoing barnng services (applicable only for <mode>=0)
"AC Ali incoming barnng services (applicable only for <rnode>=0)
Factory set facility locks.
"PF" lock Phone to the very First SIM card
'PN" Network Personalisation
"PU" Network subset Personalisation
"PP" Service Provider Personalisation
JPC Corporate Personalisation
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8 short message service
16 data circuit sync
32 data circuit async
64 dedicated packet access
128 dedicated PAD access
x combination of some of the above classes
For example, the default setting 7 represents the sum of the
integers 1.2 and 4 (call barring for voice data and fax). The
value 255 covers all classes. If the «cfan*> parameter is
omitted, the default value 7 is used















TA returns messages with status value <*ui> from message storage «.incml> to
(he TE The status of the messages is unchanged (unread remains unread)




Siemens See also GSM 07.05: +CMGL
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ATASMGO? TA returns overflow presentation mode and SMS overflow status
*SCMO: <n>.<mode> OK





ATASMGO=<n> TA sets overflow presentation mode
OK
Parameter
<n> SMS overflow presentation mode
Q disable (default)
1 enable
<-mode> SMS overflow status
0 space available
1 SMS buffer full (SIM card)
2 Buffer full and new message waiting in SC for deliveiy to phone
Unseated resu'i cede







Indicabon during data transfer via break (100ms) Data transmission will only be
interrupted by a break and for only 100ms
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GSM 07 05 The ATASMGR command is a specific Siemens command with the same
syntax as "A r+CMGR Read SMS message". The only difference is that the
SMS Message wliich has REC UNREAD status, is not overwritten to
REC READ.
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If error is related to ME functionality
+CME KRROR: <eri*
Parameter
The output contains 9 valuesfrom a maximum of7 base stations. The first base
station is the serving cell
Values for one base station in output order
,\K C Mobile countrycode, 3 decimaldigits, e.g 232
Value 000. not decoded
MNC Mobile network code. 2 decimal digits, e g 03
Value 00 not decoded
LAC Location area code, 4 hexadecimal digits, e.g. 3010
Value 0000: not decoded
cell Cell ID, 4 hexadecimal digits, e g 4EAF
Value 0000 not decoded
BMC Base station identitycode 2 decimal digits, e.g 32
ctiann ARFCN (Absolute Frequency Channel Number) of the BCCH
earner, decimal, e g 82
Value 0: not decoded. In this case, all remaining parameters related
to the same channel are neither decoded. For example, a non-
existingcellappears as follows- ona.fllLiHKH»,iH>onj»0J()1«.n.O
rssi Received signal level of the BCCH carrier, decimal value from
0 to 63.
The indicated value is composed of the measured value in dBm
plus an offset This is in accordance with a formula specified in
3GPP TS 05 08.
CI Coefficient for base station resefection, decimal, e g 30
C2 Coefficient forbase station reselecfion. decimal, e g 30
Note
Indedicated mode, the parameters C1 and C2 cannot bo updated, and
therefore, should be ignored.
To some extent, the cellmonitoring commands ATAMONI, ATAMONP and
ATASMONC cover the same parameters The receiving level for example,
can be queried with all threecommands.Yet the resulting values may be
slightly different, even though obtained overa time penod of a few seconds
This is quitenormal and nothing to worry about, as the cellinformation is
permanently updated.
See also Chapters 6 2 and 6.3
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